RPM Job and Person Specification
(Early Years & Primary)
Role description

Restorative Peer Mediators (RPMs) have an important role in working with school
staff to support younger students at play times when upsets arise. RPMs work with
students to help fix problems and upsets by asking restorative questions that focus on
the issue and help students to find their own solutions to a problem. RPMs do not tell
students what to do or give advice; they support younger students to find their own
solutions. This is an important part of building problem solving skills and resilience in
our younger students.

Qualities we look for in an RPM
«« Kind and caring to others
«« Fair and understanding – doesn’t take sides
«« A good listener – lets others talk
«« Can stay calm in tricky moments
«« Can be trusted
«« Reliable – shows up when they are needed
«« Confident and friendly around younger students

The commitment we need from an RPM

You will need to be committed to both phases of the RPM training program in order
to develop the skills you need to be an RPM. You will also be required to give up one
playtime per week as well as some lesson time each fortnight for phase 2 trainings.
This might involve you catching up with classwork that is missed.

To apply: Tell us how you would make a good RPM?

Please write an exposition (or create an audio, video clip or another form of
presentation), giving examples of ways and times you have used the qualities above
to help others (at school and out of school) and how you will show them as an RPM.
Please send applications to:
Applications close:
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RPM Job and Person Specification
(Middle & Secondary)
Role description

Restorative Peer Mediators (RPMs) have an important role in working with school staff
to support peers through moments of conflict. RPMs work with other students to help
resolve problems and upsets by asking restorative questions that focus on the issue
and help students to find their own solutions to a problem. RPMs do not tell students
what to do or give advice; they support other students to find their own solutions. This
is an important part of building problem solving skills and resilience.

Qualities we look for in an RPM
«« Kind and caring to others
«« Fair and understanding – doesn’t take sides
«« A good listener – lets others talk
«« Can stay calm in tricky moments
«« Can be trusted
«« Reliable – shows up when they are needed
«« Confident and friendly around younger students

The commitment we need from an RPM

You will need to be committed to both phases of the RPM training program in order
to develop the skills you need to be an RPM. You will also be required to give up
one break time per week as well as some lesson time each fortnight for phase 2
trainings. This will involve you negotiating with subject teachers about catching up
with classwork that is missed or requesting extensions on assignments. Being an RPM
doesn’t guarantee that you will be granted extensions on assignments.

To apply: Tell us how you would make a good RPM?

Please write an exposition (or create an audio, video clip or another form of
presentation), giving examples of ways and times you have used the qualities above
to help others (at school and out of school) and how you will show them as an RPM.
Please send applications to:
Applications close:
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Dear Parents/Caregivers,
Our School is proud to announce that your son/daughter has been successful with
their application to become a Restorative Peer Mediator (RPM).
Our school is a conflict positive school. This means that we understand that conflicts,
although distressing, are an inevitable part of school life and need to be dealt with
head-on and not swept under the carpet. Our staff are trained in restorative conflict
resolution strategies and we believe that it is important that our students are as well.
At times, students become involved in problems and conflicts during break times
and sometimes these conflicts can be worked out with the help of students trained
as Restorative Peer Mediators (RPMs). RPMs are specially trained students who help
other students sort out conflicts. The RPMs are trained to listen well, be neutral and
not to take sides. Our RPMs use restorative processes to help students listen to one
another, understand the problem from the other’s perspective and solve problems.
These are the very skills all young people need to be able to work well with others, not
just at school, but in workplaces, too.
The RPM program sits within our school policies in regards to Restorative Practices to
teach students resilient problem solving qualities. Your son/daughter has generously
committed to helping other students in this way and we are very grateful to them and
to all the students who applied to be an RPM.
RPMs will be involved in a full day (phase 1) training prior to becoming a mediator.
They will then be involved in the more important fortnightly (phase 2) training sessions
during their tenure as an RPM. Please feel free to talk with your child about these
ongoing responsibilities as trainings and meetings will sometimes clash with other
important parts of school life. There may be times when RPMs will be asked to catch
up with class work they missed while doing RPM duties.
This will be a great experience for your son/daughter.
Sincerely,
Coordinator: Restorative Peer Mediation

I give _____________________________ (child’s name) permission to participate in
the Restorative Peer Mediation program and training day on _________________.
This training will be held at school in ____________. I also consent to my child being
involved in the ongoing RPM work, including further phase 2 training meetings.
Parent signature _____________________________________
Date _____________________________________
*Please sign and return this tear-off slip as soon as possible.
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Suggested script to use when RPMs
introduce themselves to classes
(Primary)
Hi. My name is _______________________ and this is _______________________.
You might remember us. We are two of the new Restorative Peer Mediators here at
school. We call ourselves RPMs for short. You can, too, if you like!
We are here to remind you that if you are having a problem in the yard that you can’t
sort out on your own, you can come and talk to one of us, or any other RPM you see
in the yard. We will be wearing a bright vest like the ones we are wearing now. We
will be near the playground and will have our clipboards, our badges and jackets on
so that you can see us easily.
It’s really important that you know about some rules that everyone must follow
when they come to an RPM to sort out a problem. We call these the RPM Rules
of Engagement:
«« Listen to each other
«« Speak one at a time
«« Tell the truth
«« Try hard to solve the problem.
If you can’t do this, we will not be able to help you and might send you to a teacher
on duty.
So, if you are outside playing and you have a problem with someone who you would
like some help sorting out, look out for us or another Restorative Peer Mediator.
What questions do people have?
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Suggested script to use when RPMs
introduce themselves to classes
(Middle & Secondary)
Hi. Our names are _______________________________________.
We are part of the Restorative Peer Mediators Program. We call ourselves RPMs
for short.
Our job is to help people who find themselves in a conflict with other students.
Getting caught in a conflict, particularly if it gets loud, can be really embarrassing
and sometimes you feel like the only option you have is to fight, abuse others or trash
them on social media. This always gets ugly and usually has no clear winner! This is
where we might be able to help.
If you are having a problem in the yard that you can’t sort out, we are trained to help.
It’s not our job to break up fights or situations where people have lost their minds and
things have gotten dangerous, we want to help before things get to that point.
As uncool as it may look, you will be able to spot us in the yard. We’ll be the ones
in the vests/badges. Please don’t makes jokes of us, we don’t think we are any better
than anyone else, we just want to help people if they are in conflict and don’t see a
way out.
If you do want our help, there are some rules that everyone must follow:
«« Listen to each other
«« Speak one at a time
«« Tell the truth
«« Try hard to solve the problem.
If you can’t do this, we will not be able to help you. It’s as simple as that!
Thanks for your time. Any questions?
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Suggested timetable for the training day
9:00am

Welcome
Circle rules
Warm-up (People Bingo)
Section 1: Restorative Peer Mediation (RPM) –
what is it?

Short Break
9:45am

Section 2: Conflicts in our schoolyard
Section 3: Paraphrasing

Morning Tea (provided)
11:00am

Section 4: Understanding people’s needs when
they are hurt or have hurt others
Section 5: Seeing things differently
Section 6: Blaming and repairing

Lunch
1:00pm

Section 7a: The RPM getting ready process and
script: Early years and primary
Section 7b: The RPM getting ready process and
script: Upper primary, middle & secondary
Section 8: Time to practise
Section 9: Concluding circle
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Introduction
Suitable for all RPMs
Using circles to make your RPMs into a team
Welcome
Welcome to RPM training. I’m thrilled to be working with you all and
really excited that you want to help the staff here to teach students
to handle their friendship problems and conflicts in the yard.
A good team of RPMs will make life easier for our students and for
our teachers as well.
Today will make you think hard. Just the same way we want to teach
students in the yard to use their thinking brains to solve problems.
We will all be tired at the end of the day, but will all be excited about
the work we have done.

Circle rules

You might already know from circles in your own classrooms that
there are some very important rules for circles.
Who knows these?
Great! We will use these today.
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Pass the smile
Pass the smile is a fun activity where you (the trainer) begin with a smile and pass
that smile to the person beside you by turning and smiling at them. The smile
then travels around the circle and returns to you. This works best when you
overemphasize the smile and pass on the biggest cheesiest grin you can!
To warm us up, I’m going to pass a smile around our circle. Giving
and getting smiles loosens everyone up and gets a good vibe going.
When you are working as an RPM, smiling goes a long way to
helping people feel better!
Seeing a smile on a bigger person’s face when younger kids are
worried or sad relaxes their brains and their bodies so they are
better able to fix problems.
So, I’m going to turn and look at the person beside me and show
them my biggest smile. That person is then going to turn and
show the person beside them their biggest grin. We’ll keep doing
that until it gets right around the circle and back to me.

Warm-up
People Bingo
People Bingo will help the RPMs can get to know each other better. Some may
not be familiar with each other and this game relaxes students who may be a little
anxious about the training. It is good practice to involve yourself in the games
and activities during the training day so that the students become familiar with
you as well.
Well, I’m feeling positive and ready to move on after watching
those smiles go around the circle – thanks everyone!
In your training manual you will find a game called ‘People Bingo’
(see pages 101 and 116). We are going to play this game to warm
up, to get to know each other better and also to have a bit of fun.
Your job is to fill in a person’s name in every spot on the Bingo sheet.
Here is the catch – you can only use each person once, so you will
need to talk to many people and find out who matches each category.
So, move around inside the circle talking to people and as soon as
you have filled in each box with a different name, call out ‘BINGO’.
Is there anything I haven’t explained well enough? – Ready, GO!
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Sentence completion
It’s important that students get to share with one another their reasons for
wanting to be a RPM.

Great job with the Bingo everyone! I hope that you learnt a little
more about other RPMs and that you had a bit of fun, too! I know I
learnt lots about you all!
Before we complete the next activity, can we please, in a go-around,
complete this sentence:
‘I chose to become an RPM because…’
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Section 1: Restorative Peer
Mediation (RPM) – What is it?
Suitable for all RPMs
Mix-up and pair share
Opposites cards, find your match
To build a more cohesive group in any situation where a sense of teamwork
is needed, it’s important to mix students up regularly. This is a simple mix-up
activity where students are given an ‘opposites card’ (see Appendix 1).
The task for group members is to find the holder of their card’s opposite
without making a sound. Once they locate the holder of their card’s opposite, they
take a seat in the circle next to their partner.
Hand out the opposite cards and once the pairs have formed and settled in
seats, get them thinking and talking with each other about what they think
Restorative Peer Mediation is.

With your new partner, I would like you to talk about what you
believe Restorative Peer Mediation is all about.
You’ve got three minutes to both agree on two ideas. Be ready to
feed back your combined thoughts to the rest of the group.

When the students have had three minutes talking time, have them feed back
their responses to the circle. Record these on a large sheet of paper.
For repeated responses – just tick the response to indicate that it was
said again.
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That’s an amazing list! As you can see, working as a Restorative
Peer Mediator is a complex and important job.
Now, turn to the person on the other side of you in the circle. Your
task is to look at what is recorded here [motion toward the responses
from the previous task] and to see if you can create a definition of
what a Restorative Peer Mediator is.
To help you create your definition, choose what you agree are the
most important words from what we have here [on the large piece
of paper] to include.
You have three minutes. In your training manual, there is a space to
write your definition under the heading, ‘Our Definition of an RPM’
(see pages 102 and 117).

When the time is up, ask for pairs that would like to read out their definition –
not all pairs need to.
Circle or highlight key words from the previous brainstormed list as they
read their definitions.

There are some excellent definitions there – well done!
In your training manual, there is a space for you to write a definition
of what a Restorative Peer Mediator is. It’s under the heading ‘My
Definition of an RPM’ (see pages 103 and 118).
You may choose to either write your own definition or, if you like,
another group’s definition better than your own, you can use theirs.
You don’t have to use the same definition as your partner.
Take three minutes to write your definition in the box.
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Section 2: Conflicts in our schoolyard
Suitable for all RPMs
Pair share
NOTE: If training students from multiple schools, students will need to be in same
school groups for this activity.
Every school differs in the nature of conflicts that take place in the schoolyard. An
early years friendship issue will be very different to a Year 9 friendship problem!
In this activity, we ask the RPMs to come up with a list of common types of
conflict that they have seen in the yard at their school.
This list will spark conversation about the types of conflicts that are
appropriate to be handled by an RPM and those that should be referred to a
member of staff. It will also create a list of conflicts that can be used later in the
training where the RPMs practise using the scripted restorative questions.
Before you begin this section – mix students up again in the circle. You could
use the suggestions below, or choose your own.
Change places if:
• You have shoes with laces
• You have brown eyes
• You try to be a good listener.
As you already know, when kids are together at recess and
lunchtimes, things go wrong sometimes! Students can get upset
with each other for many different reasons.
I want you to think about your/our school and the types of conflicts
that you’ve seen or heard about in the yard.
Talk to your new partner and come up with two conflict situations
from the yard that you think an RPM would be able to help sort out.
Then, come up with one conflict situation that you think RPMs
would definitely let a staff member handle. Be ready to feed these
back to the circle.
Record each pair’s responses on a large sheet to be used later. As students feed
back their responses, ensure that they are appropriate for RPMs to deal with.
Have a separate column for conflicts that would not be appropriate (e.g., ongoing family feuds, physical violence, on-going bullying behaviour, injuries, etc.)
RPMs should then write some of the most common conflicts into their
training manual under the heading ‘Conflicts in Our Schoolyard’ (see pages 104
and 119).
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Section 3: Paraphrasing
Suitable for all RPMs

I’m about to show you one skill that great conference facilitators,
counsellors and even psychologists use. As well as helping you
as a peer mediator, it’s also a skill that will make you an excellent
conversationalist.
When you use this skill, people want to talk to you more often! It’s
a skill that most of you would use already but might not know you
are using it.
Now, close your manuals and put them under your seats.

I need a volunteer from the circle to talk to me (in front of the
rest of the circle) about their favourite pet, app, sport or YouTube
celebrity. I need someone who can talk for about 30 seconds.
Can I have a volunteer?
What are you going to talk to me about? Great!
Can you leave the area for a moment and decide what you want me
to know about your favourite thing?

Say to the rest of the circle:

When [insert volunteer’s name] comes back and begins to tell me
about their [insert topic] I will try to use this skill I’ve been talking
about.
Your job is to listen carefully and see if you can work out what skill
I’m using as I listen. It’s a particular listening skill.
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Call the volunteer talker back into the circle.
What comes next can be done with you both sitting in your normal seats in
the circle, or standing or sitting in chairs in the middle of the circle. If you decide
to use the middle of the circle, be aware that there will be students who won’t be
able to see your faces.
Ask the volunteer to begin talking to you about their chosen subject. As they
speak, use paraphrasing.
The key component skills to model to the RPMs are:
1. Look at the speaker’s face as they talk.
2. Wait for pauses in their story and
3. Briefly repeat (paraphrase) in your own words the most important parts
of what they have just said.
i. Paraphrases can be just a few words or one or two brief sentences.
ii. You will know the most important parts of what they tell you because
they will show the most emotion (seem happiest or saddest) as they
say them – these are the bits of the story with the strongest emotions
attached to them. So, watch their face carefully and listen to their
voice.
4. Watch the student’s face after you have paraphrased. If they look at your
eyes and seem pleased with what you have said or agree with what you just
said, then it worked. If they look confused, look downward or grumpy, or
stop talking, say, ‘Sorry, I interrupted you, keep telling me about it.’
Thank your volunteer and then ask them quietly if they think they have worked
out what the skill you were using was but ask them to keep it to themselves
for a moment while the pairs do a pair share to see if they can agree what the
skill was.

Change places

Okay, Restorative Peer Mediators:



•

Change places if you think you can name the skill I was using

•

Change places again if you think you know why a peer
mediator would use this skill

•

Change places if you have laces on your shoes.
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Pair share and feedback

Pair off around the circle and say ‘Hi’ to your new partner.
Take 60 seconds to see if you can both agree on which skill I was
demonstrating. Be ready to share back with the circle at the end.

After a minute (or two):

Okay, let’s go around the circle and hear from pairs what they think
the skill is.

Pairs will mention many things they observed you doing, such as:
• Giving eye contact
• Nodding
• Looking interested
• Smiling
• Repeating back what was said.
As pairs share their guesses with the circle, thank them for their thoughts and
speak kindly about all suggestions.
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At the conclusion of the go-around say:

You identified lots of things I did and many of you picked up exactly
how I repeated back in words and short sentences that [volunteer’s
name] said, especially the parts that he/she seemed most excited
about.
So, why might paraphrasing be helpful to an RPM when helping
other students in the yard?

Invite suggestions from the circle.

Practice time

Paraphrasing is about picking just the right time to say things that
show that you’re understanding someone’s story, but, at the same
time, you’re not interrupting them.
Here are the steps for paraphrasing – you can find them in your
training manual (see pages 105 and 120).

How to do great paraphrasing:
1. Look and listen to the person talking
2. Wait for a pause in what they are saying and
3. Say back in just a few words the most important parts of what they have
just said:
«« So you felt…
«« They were…
«« It was…
«« You were…
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Turn to your partner and let’s have a go at this skill of paraphrasing.
I want you to take turns to tell one another what’s been the most
memorable part of today’s learning so far – the bit that has stuck in
your mind.
If you can’t think of something that has been memorable from
today, tell your partner about your favourite movie, a pet or your
bedroom!
When it is your turn to listen, you will practise waiting for pauses,
and saying back, in a few words, or a short sentence, what your
partner has said to you.
Take a moment to think about what you might talk about, then
decide with your partner on who will listen first.

Give pairs a couple of minutes to share with one another and practise
paraphrasing. Move around the circle and observe.
When pairs look as though they are winding down:

Watching you all do this for the first time was incredible. You’re
already experts. I think you are so good at this that you could use
paraphrasing the next time your parents are telling you off for
something!
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Change places and pair share and feedback
Now, quickly change places in the circle if you are wearing something
with black on it.
Say ‘Hi’ to your new partner and chat with them about these
questions:
•

How did it feel to have someone paraphrasing you?

•

What was good about being paraphrased – when did it
work well?

•

What was not good about being paraphrased – when didn’t
it work well?

Be ready to share back to the circle:
•

One thing you agreed that made paraphrasing work well
and how you knew this

•

One thing that you agreed ruined it and how you knew this.

In this activity, you want students to discover for themselves what makes
paraphrasing work well and what spoils it!
As pairs share back responses to the circle, ask, ‘How did you know that it was
working well/not working well?’
You are trying to help students see that paraphrasing is working well when
the other person:
• Looks up at you for a second after you paraphrase
• Keeps talking with even more enthusiasm after you have paraphrased
• Nods, smiles or does something else to show that they like what you said.
And that you are might doing too much paraphrasing when the other person:
• Stops and goes quiet
• Shakes their head
• Looks angry or irritated after you paraphrase
• Says something like, ‘Don’t interrupt me!’
Refer students to their training manual where this information is summarized
(see pages 102 and 105).
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RPMs will discover that:
• Trying to paraphrase too much sounds like interrupting and is frustrating
for the person talking.
• Making your paraphrases too long makes it seem as though you have
taken over and this will stop the other person talking
• You should never begin telling your own story when you’re supposed to
be the one listening.
So, we’ve learned that:
•

Too much paraphrasing frustrates people

•

We need to keep paraphrases short so it doesn’t feel like we
are interrupting

•

We should NEVER let a paraphrase turn into us telling our
own story about something – our job is to listen.

Great job team! That’s great advice.

We also know that our paraphrasing is working if a person:
•

Looks up briefly

•

Nods or smiles

•

Keeps talking.

We know that it’s not working if a person:
•

Stops and goes quiet

•

Shakes their head or looks grumpy

•

Looks angry or irritated after you paraphrase.

Take the next two minutes to talk with your partner about where
else (besides in peer mediation) you might use paraphrasing.
As you listen to your partner, keep practising paraphrasing and
watching their reaction to your paraphrasing carefully.
Use paraphrasing with your parents the next time they are telling
you off about something! See what happens!
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Section 4: Understanding people’s needs
when they are hurt or have hurt others
Suitable for all RPMs
Materials needed
• Pictures from Appendix 13 of the ‘Grab and Go Circle Time Kit’ (Hansberry
and Langley 2013), cut into halves to be matched to form pairs
• Talking piece

Mix-up activity to create pairs
Spread cut-up pictures from Appendix 13 of the ‘Grab and Go Circle Time Kit’
(Hansberry and Langley 2013) out on the floor.
Alternatively, play a mix-up game to create pairs. However, using the ‘conflict
picture cards’ (the cut up pictures) to form pairs will prime students to begin
thinking about the feelings and needs that harm and conflict create.

On the floor are picture halves. When I say, ‘Go!’, pick up a picture
half and then find someone who has the matching other half of your
picture. Sit next to them in the circle.

This is the point in the training where RPMs begin to realise that an important
part of restorative mediation is to bring affected students together so they can talk
with each other about what happened, who is upset or hurt and what will make
the situation better. When students are brought together to talk in this way, the
needs created have a much better chance of being taken care of.
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TEACHER INFORMATION

Affect Script Psychology1 teaches us that when a restorative process is managed
correctly, the people involved in the problem become each other’s best source of
relief from the awful thoughts and feelings created by the problem. This is why it is
important to bring students together to try to sort the issue out rather than attempting
to broker a solution by talking to students in isolation. With an understanding of the
emotional dynamics in restorative conferencing, you can explain this to the RPMs.
You can find out more about this in Chapters 1 and 2 of The Psychology of Emotion in
Restorative Practice (Thorsborne and Kelly 2014).
With older students, you may wish to teach them about The Compass of Shame
as it brings incredible insight into why people do what they do when in conflict
(Hansberry 2016).2
Give new pairs a moment to chat and settle in. Then say to the circle:

When people get into a mess with each other, like in a conflict, or
when someone is hurt by the actions of another, everyone involved
in the problem will have needs that must be taken care of so the
problem can be sorted out.
When helping people with their conflicts, it’s easy to spend too long
talking to the person we think did the wrong thing, or the opposite:
just listening to the person who looks most upset.
We need to balance our care.

1

2

Affect Script Psychology, developed by the psychologist Silvan Tomkins, is a theory of human emotion
and motivation that explains that all human emotion originates from nine biological inborn programs
(affects). This elegant but complex theory fills many gaps left by Freudian theory and has been embraced
by the Restorative Practices community as a framework for explaining the emotional dynamics at work
in Restorative Practice.
The Compass of Shame is a powerful model, first developed by Donald Nathanson MD, that explains
four universal sets of unhelpful behaviours (withdrawal, attack-self, avoidance and attack-other) that
humans use to try to make painful feelings of shame go away when we cannot deal constructively
with them.
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The Soccer Story
Suitable for all RPMs
The Soccer Story is a carefully chosen case study that works well with RPMs
whether they will be working with young primary-aged students or middle
school students. Older students come to understand that even though the details
of this incident in this story involve younger kids with immature behaviours, the
emotions involved (jealousy, embarrassment (shame), anger, worry) are just the
same, regardless of the age of students involved.
If you are concerned about the relevance of this story to older students,
consider using The Basketball Story (on pages 55 and 122). If you have time, you
can use both stories and complete the different needs activities (that follow)
with both stories.

To work out what needs we have when hurt, or when we have
caused harm, I want to share a story with you.
This story includes a serious incident that within a primary school, a
teacher would usually need to deal with. I am using it as an example
so that you might be able to put yourself in this position and imagine
what feelings the people involved in the story might have.
As an RPM you will often come across situations similar to this,
without the physical harm. The story is in your training manual. Feel
free to read along silently with me as I read, or just sit back and listen
to me as I read it.

THE SOCCER STORY

(From The Grab and Go Circle Time Kit for Teaching Restorative Behaviour
(Hansberry and Langley 2013).)
Pete, John and Lance were playing with a soccer ball at recess time. They
were taking turns to try to kick the ball into the goals. It was Pete’s turn.
John and Lance stood in front of goals as the two goal keepers– it was their
job to try to stop the ball going through when Pete kicked it.
Pete was the only one who hadn’t scored a goal. John and Lance
had kicked a goal each. Pete was worried that he’d be the only one
who hadn’t kicked a goal. He didn’t want to look like a bad soccer player.
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Pete took a big run-up and kicked as hard as he could. The ball went
flying through the air toward the goals – it was a great kick and looked as
though it would be a goal for sure. Lance knew he’d have to jump as high
as he could to stop the goal. He shut his eyes and jumped with his arms
outstretched as high as he could.
The ball just touched the tips of his fingers and then flew over the top
of the goals. Lance and his tremendous leap had just stopped a certain
goal! When Pete saw that Lance had stopped the goal, his face turned to
thunder. He thought to himself, ‘The bell is going and I’m the only one who
hasn’t scored a goal.’ He felt his stomach tighten into a knot and his face
get really hot. His feelings were taking control of him.
Pete picked up a lump of dirt and threw it at Lance. It hit Lance right in
the face. Lance fell to the ground with dirt in his eyes and started to cry.
John yelled angrily at Pete ‘Why did you do that?’ Pete didn’t know why he’d
just hurt Lance. His brain felt like scrambled eggs and he couldn’t think of
anything to say. Pete felt angry at himself and wished he could undo what he
just did. Lance went to the sick room and Pete went to the office.

Change places

Poor Lance; getting dirt thrown in his face.
Swap seats if:
•

You have seen someone be hurt or treated badly

•

You have felt upset when someone did something unkind or
mean to another person.

Pair share: Lance’s needs
Pair RPMs off around the circle (or into small groups).

Let’s use what we know about needs and imagine that you were
Lance. What would you need to feel better?
Take a moment to talk with the person next to you about what Lance
would need immediately, and then later. Agree on two things and
be ready to share.
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Go-around: Lance’s needs

When I pass the Talking Piece around the circle, can each person
share one of the things you agreed on?

Record ideas on a large sheet of paper – these will be used later.

That’s a terrific list of suggestions to meet some of Lance’s needs.
We have [read list of ideas].
Now, think for a moment about a time when you have been hurt
and what someone did to help you feel better.
What else can we add to our list? When you think of an idea, put
your hand up and I’ll roll you the ball. You can only speak when you
have the ball. When you have shared, roll the ball to someone else.

Wow! So, now we have a great list of all our ideas about what
people need to feel better when they are hurt. If we know
what people need to feel better when they are hurt, this might help
us help them sort out the problem?
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Pair share: Pete’s needs

Take a moment to talk with the person next to you about what Pete
would need straight away, and then later. Agree on two things and
be ready to share.

Go-around: Pete’s needs

When I pass the Talking Piece around the circle, can each of you
share one of the things you agreed on?

Record ideas on a large sheet of paper – these will be used later.

When revenge comes up!
Occasionally, vengeful acts may be suggested. This might come in the form of
humour, but resist the temptation to dismiss this type of response. Respectfully
accept these suggestions, they need airing. It’s well worth taking a few minutes to
explore this with the group. The insight will be truly unexpected and delightful.
Pose these questions to the group as a pair share and feedback, a go-around, or
just as open conversation:
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‘It’s true, thoughts of revenge do make us feel better in the first instance,’
or ‘Doing the same to them can feel good for a little while can’t it?’ ‘Did
you know that revenge is a very normal impulse in humans?’
•

What is it about payback that feels so good for some people?

•

When payback happens, what are the feelings on both sides – the
person doing the payback and the recipient?

•

What normally happens after payback? Does the person say, ’Oh,
thanks for paying me back, now I know how you must have felt
and I’ll never do that again?’

•

What happens to the friendships of people who use payback often?

•

Did you know the urge for revenge comes from a part of the brain
called the Caudate Nucleus?

TEACHER INFORMATION
Neurologically speaking, the very normal urge to seek revenge when an injustice has
been perceived can be linked to a cluster of neurones in the centre of the human
brain called the Caudate Nucleus. Modern brain scanning techniques (fMRI) have
shown that the Caudate Nucleus becomes active when we have thoughts of revenge.
This very same part of the brain also lights up when we think of something we like to
eat, like chocolate cake. Revenge is in fact sweet! This is of course simplifying a very
complex system of low road (unconscious) neural systems, but is interesting to note
nevertheless! Our role as teachers is to firstly override our innate desire for revenge
when students do the wrong thing (tit-for-tat impulses), and to help students to do the
same. The educative (teaching) component of discipline is very quickly lost in schools
and classrooms where tit-for-tat cycles of revenge (retributive justice) dominate
student interactions and disciplinary processes. (Hansberry 2009, p.18)

Identifying a commonality of needs
You will now have two columns on the paper – one side for Lance’s needs and
the other for Pete’s needs. You will notice that Lance and Pete will have some
needs in common, including:
• Both needing to have their story heard
• Both needing to be taken care of straight after the incident
• Both needing some space initially to come to terms with the incident
• Both needing comfort.
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With a little interpretation of the suggestions made by the pairs, it will be easy
for the RPMs to spot needs that Lance and Pete have in common, even though
one of them was the perpetrator of the incident and one was the innocent victim!

Looking at the two lists here, what needs can you see that both
boys share?
Hands up when you spot something.

One of the ways that Restorative Practice is a little different to other
ways of thinking about problems is that it acknowledges that when
things go wrong, needs are created on both sides – on the side
of the person who had the ‘ouch’ (Lance) and the ‘oops’ person
(Pete). Well done on noticing this.

Pass the main idea
That was great work RPMs. In a moment, we are going to pass a
hi-5 around the circle but we will also pass something else. To help
lock in our learning, we will pass the main idea we got from the
activities we just did.
Take a moment to decide what you think the most important piece
of learning about people’s needs when they are hurt or caused hurt
was. Keep it to just a few words.
Now, when you pass the hi-5, tell the person what your most
important learning was. I’ll begin.

RPMs can record what they believe the most important needs are in their
training manual (see pages 108 and 124). This will help them remember the
rich conversations and learning when they are re-reading their notes from the
training day down the track.
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Alternative story – Go away, Jessica
Following is a story that can be used instead of The Soccer Story or in addition
to it, if time permits. This scenario involves more subtle harmful behaviour that
is more often observed in girls as they begin to experiment with social power.
Following this story, as with The Soccer Story, ask the RPMs to identify the needs
of all of the characters and then look for common needs that Jessica, Sarah and
Violet share in the wake of the incident.

GO AWAY, JESSICA

Sarah, Violet and Jessica were all in Mrs Justice’s grade 1 class. Sarah and
Violet were family friends and had spent the previous weekend camping
together. At lunch time, they were eating their vegemite sandwiches and
laughing about how much fun the camping trip was and how funny it was
when Sarah’s brother Andrew had fallen off of his bike into a muddy puddle
and had mud all over his face.
Jessica, who hadn’t been on the trip with Saran and Violet, was standing
next to the girls and feeling a little left out of the conversation because
Sarah and Violet had turned their backs on her as they talked about the
weekend. ‘Hey, let’s go and play on the monkey bars,’ said Jessica.
‘We’re talking about camping,’ said Violet.
‘Only people who came camping on the weekend can play with us
today,’ said Sarah with a mean grin on her face.
‘We will tell you when you can play with us,’ added Violet.
Jessica felt very sad because she knew what Violet and Sarah were doing
was unkind and was against the school values of inclusion. Inclusion was
something that they had been learning about in their class. Jessica, in her best
assertive voice, said, ‘That’s not very nice, we have to include each other.’
‘Go away, Jessica,’ said Sarah sharply.
Jessica was feeling angry and confused all at once. Violet and Sarah
were her friends and they usually played together and were kind to one
another. Today was very different and she didn’t know why the girls were
leaving her out. She also knew what they were doing was wrong because
it was mean. Jessica didn’t want Violet and Sarah to get into trouble but
did want to get some help from an RPM. She walked away from Sarah and
Violet, trying not to cry.
Sarah felt annoyed at Jessica for telling her that what she was doing
wasn’t nice but also she felt guilty for telling Jessica to go away. ‘I’m not
normally mean to people,’ she thought to herself. Even though she felt
bad about how she’d treated Jessica, she didn’t fix the problem. She just
watched as Jessica walked away.
Violet knew that Jessica’s feelings had been hurt and wondered why
Sarah had been so mean to Jessica. Violet wanted to play with Jessica,
but only once she and Sarah had finished talking about the camping trip.
She didn’t tell Sarah that she thought this. Violet was worried that Jessica
wouldn’t want to be her friend anymore and was upset with Sarah for
telling Jessica to go away in such a mean way.
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Alternative story – The Basketball Story
For RPMs who will be working with older students
The Basketball Story below is similar to The Soccer Story in that it discusses the same
emotions that fuelled Pete’s behaviour (shame, jealousy and competitiveness). It
can be used at this point as an option and the same needs identification activities
that followed The Soccer Story can be used (if time permits).
If this story is used in addition to The Soccer Story, RPMs will discover that
the emotions felt by the boys and needs created by incident are the same, even
though the boys involved are older in this second scenario and the behaviours
are different.

To work out what needs we have when hurt, or when we have
caused harm, I want to share a story with you.
This story includes an incident that took place in a secondary school.
As an RPM, you will often come across situations similar to this, the
story is in your training manual (see pages 48 and 122). Feel free to
read along silently with me as I read, or just sit back and listen to me
as I read it.

THE BASKETBALL STORY
Now, imagine that Lance, Pete and John aren’t little kids; they are now
13-year-olds playing a game of around the world at the basketball courts.
John, Lance and Pete were playing a game of around the world on the
basketball courts. It was a game where the winner was the first to sink a
shot from different places on the court and finally a long shot. If a person
scored, they moved to the next place for a bonus shot. If they missed, it
was the next person’s go. The winner finished first.
John had already shot and scored from all places so it was down to
Lance and Pete. They were both on the long shot spot and the first to sink
it would come in 2nd place. Pete had come last in the last two games
and was starting to feel pretty uptight about the prospect of coming last
again. There’d been some friendly trash talk between the boys and Pete
was getting edgy as Lance got ready to shoot his pong shot. If Lance hit the
shot, Pete was going to be last…again.
Lance looked at Pete, winked at him and said, ‘Game over, bitch.’ He
shot the ball. It looked perfectly straight out of his hand. It sailed through
the air on the perfect arc and then, swish! Nothing but net.
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Lance turned to Pete and shouted, ‘Yeah!’ as he pumped his fist in the
air close to Pete’s face. Pete felt a wave of anger wash over him. His jaw
clenched and his shoulders pulled back. Pete eyeballed Lance and said,
‘You shoot well for a guy with a retard for a mum.’
This was a bad enough thing to say to someone but what made it
worse was that Lance’s mother had recently been diagnosed with Multiple
Sclerosis. Pete knew this and, in his embarrassment about coming last, he
made an insult of it. He had crossed the line. This wasn’t banter; it was one
of the worst things you could say to someone.
Lance couldn’t believe what Pete had just said. He froze to the spot,
wide eyed. His mouth hung open. After a moment, John said to Pete,
‘Dude, that was unnecessary.’ Pete felt sick about his cruel and jealous
comment but instead of admitting he was wrong, he said, ‘That’s what you
get if you get up in my face.’ John just shook his head. Pete knew he had
crossed a line that should never be crossed. Insulting someone’s mum was
bad enough, but to make an insult about a serious illness was unspeakable.
He wished he could take it back. Lance was fighting back tears. He was so
ashamed, even though he was the victim of Pete’s comment.
Lance wanted to run at Pete and knock him down to defend his mum’s
honour, but he knew Pete was stronger than him. He took a deep breath
and then said to Pete, ’I’m getting an RPM before I decide to cave your
head in.’
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Section 5: Seeing things differently
Suitable for all RPMs
Many young children believe that everyone sees the world just as they do. This
is known as ‘egocentricity’ and most young people grow out of it. There are,
however, many students who, for a range of developmental or mental health
reasons, remain egocentric and struggle to understand the needs, wants and
desires of others.
To be able to be good RPMs it’s important to know that sometimes you will
have two people who saw the same event but have a completely different story.
When asking ‘What happened?’ we often hear another person say things that we
don’t believe happened.
We often automatically think that someone is lying. Sometimes, this is the
case, but not as often as you’d think.

One of the ways that Restorative Practice is a little different to other
ways of thinking about problems is that it acknowledges that when
things go wrong, needs are created on both sides – on the side
of the person who had the ‘ouch’ (Lance) and the ‘oops’ person
(Pete). Well done on noticing this.
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Story: The Six Blind Men and the Elephant
Suitable for all RPMs

I’m going to tell a story about six blind men and an elephant. This is
a funny story because all of the men in this story thought they were
telling the truth but all of their stories were different!
This story is in your training manual (see pages 111 and 126). Feel
free to read along silently with me as I read, or just sit back and listen
to me as I read.

THE SIX BLIND MEN AND THE ELEPHANT3
Once upon a time, there lived six blind men in a village. Being blind meant
that their eyes didn’t work properly and they couldn’t see. One day, the
villagers told them, ’Hey, there is an elephant in the village today.’
The six blind men had no idea what an elephant was. They decided,
’Even though we will not be able to see it, let’s go and feel it anyway.’ All of
them went to where the elephant was. Each of them touched the elephant.
’Hey, the elephant is like a pillar that holds a large building up,’ said the
first man, who touched the elephant’s leg.
’No! It is like a rope,’ said the second man, who touched the tail.
’No! It is like a thick branch of a tree,’ said the third man, who touched
the trunk of the elephant.
’It is like a big hand fan,’ said the fourth man, who touched the ear of
the elephant.
’It is like a huge wall,’ said the fifth man, who touched the side of the
elephant.
’It is like a solid pipe,’ said the sixth man, who touched the tusk of the
elephant.
They began to argue about the elephant and every one of them insisted
that he was right. The six men were getting angry with one another.
A wise man was passing by and he saw this. He stopped and asked them,
‘What is the matter?’ They said, ‘We cannot agree on what the elephant
is like.’ Each one of them said what he thought the elephant was like. The
wise man calmly explained to them, ’All of you are right. The reason every

3



For an animated version, go to: www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vn9BUfUCL4I.
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one of you is telling it differently because you all felt a different part of the
elephant. So, the elephant is like all of the things you said.’
’Oh!’ the six blind men said. There was no more fighting. The six blind
men felt happy that they were all right.
The moral of the story is that there may be some truth to what someone
says, even if their story is different to ours. So, instead of arguing like the
blind men, we can say, ’Maybe you saw it differently to me.’ This way, we
don’t get in as many arguments.

Circle brainstorm/Ball throw
That was an interesting story. Who would like to share what they
were thinking while I was reading that story?
Who would like to share what they were thinking at the end of
the story?
Why do you think I told that story?
How does that story apply to our work as RPMs?
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Section 6: Blaming and repairing
Suitable for all RPMs
TEACHER INFORMATION

Story telling, listening and understanding become commonplace in schools that use
restorative processes as a first approach to problems. Alternatively, punitive schools
create punitive students. If blame and punishment are commonplace responses to
wrongdoing and conflict, children soon fall into line with the prevailing culture.
This part of the training explores the different outcomes that are achieved when
the goal of any response to wrongdoing or conflict is to look for solutions rather than
finding out who should be blamed for what went wrong.

Play ‘what if’
Pose the following questions to the circle, or do as an activity in pairs:
• What if Pete was sent to yard time out and Lance went to the sick room
and they weren’t brought together again to talk about what happened?
• Looking back at our list of what Pete and Lance both need, are their needs
being met? Why or why not?
• What would it be like for them next time they would be together?
• What if the boys didn’t get any help at all?
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Modelling the Restorative Process for
work with younger students
For RPMs who will be working with early years students
This section explains how the trainer can model the RPM process for younger
students to trainee RPMs. The teacher uses the RPM Getting Ready Process and
Script for Early Years (see page 111).

Getting kids ready to do restorative work
Ask all RPMs to open their training manuals to page 111 so they can see their
RPM Getting Ready Process.
Half the job when working with people who are upset is to get
them ready to meet to talk with each other about the problem. This
can be the trickiest part because this is where we make decisions
about whether the problem needs to be mediated, whether we
need to refer the problem to a teacher and if we do go ahead, we
need to work out who needs to be involved in the mediation and
where to do the mediation!
We are going to have a close look at using the Getting Ready Process
a little later (Section 7a).

Building empathy
The next activity is a perspective taking and empathy building task. Don’t
tell the students what is coming next; it will detract from the spontaneity of the
activity. Begin this activity by dividing the students into two groups – two halves
of the circle.
One half of the circle will now become the thoughts and feelings
of Lance. They need to think about what happened from his
point of view.
The other half of the circle will become the thoughts and feelings of
Pete. They need to think about what happened from his point of view.
Take two minutes to form smaller circles in your groups and try to
agree on what your character will be feeling, thinking and needing
after the incident. Be ready to share this in the next activity.
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TEACHER INFORMATION

As the teacher, you are now going to model to the RPMs how asking restorative
questions to students (in front of one another) is a very important aspect of restoring
relationships and repairing harm. As the teacher, you will recognize the scripted
restorative questions, but the purpose of this activity is only to show the RPMs the
power of getting students talking and listening to one another, as opposed to dealing
with them separately and trying to get resolution without dialogue between the
children involved.

Hi boys. It’s great that you are both prepared and ready to participate
in a restorative chat. Lance, you came to me with a problem that
you are worried about.
Pete, Lance said you will be able to help us fix the problem. Will you
help us? Great!
Our three rules are: Be respectful, be honest and take turns to speak.
Will you all follow these rules?
That’s great, this shouldn’t take long then.

Pete, what happened?
[Paraphrase the response]

Encourage the students on the Pete and Lance halves of the circle to respond, as
their character, to the questions as you ask them.
The two different groups representing Lance and Pete will debate among
themselves how to respond to the questions that you ask of them. This could
get loud and energetic! This is important because they will be actively engaged
in considering and predicting the different responses that could come from
students in Lance and Pete’s situation.
The RPMs will be perspective taking, using empathic understanding as well as
thinking about what you’ve taught them about the needs that arise from these
types of problems. This is just the type of thinking we want them to be doing.
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TEACHER INFORMATION

This type of perspective taking may be a significant challenge for some students,
particularly those with Autistic Spectrum Disorder, where mind blindness is a typical
part of the cluster of their social comprehension difficulties.
You may wish to ask groups to agree on a particular response, or allow the
different possible responses to come freely from different members of each
group (like a brainstorm).
Judge whether a more or less structured approach works best for the groups,
or ask them before beginning the activity how they think it might work best
and what should happen if they find that the way they have chosen to run the
activity isn’t working well.

Lance, what happened from your side?
[Paraphrase the response]

Your skills as a restorative facilitator will be on show as you model how to keep
the process on track by using the script questions, but also remain responsive to
Lance and Pete’s responses.
As you ask the remaining scripted questions to Lance and Pete, stick as closely
as you can to the script that you will later be teaching the RPMs.

Pete, when you threw dirt at Lance, was that fair or unfair?
[Paraphrase response: ‘You think it was…’]
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Lance, how are you feeling after having had dirt thrown at your face?
[Paraphrase response: ‘You’re feeling…’]

Lance, what can we do to fix this problem?
[Paraphrase response: ‘So you think…’]

Pete, what do you think of Lance’s idea?
[Paraphrase response]

So, you both think that [insert appropriate statement based on their
responses] needs to happen to fix this problem.
Can you do this on your own or would you like some help?
Thanks for letting me help you sort this out. Let’s finish with a hi-5.
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Silent statements
Change places if:
•

There are different feelings now in your group to what there
were when we started

•

If your character (Lance or Pete) would be feeling better now
than he was before the questions

•

If you believe that having a chance to answer the questions
that I just asked would meet some of the needs we discussed
earlier.

Encourage further conversation in the circle about how Lance and Pete might be
feeling now after being asked these questions.
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Modelling the Restorative Process for
work with older students
Suitable for RPMs who will be working with upper
primary, middle and secondary students
This part of the section explains how the trainer can model the RPM process for
older students to trainee RPMs. The teacher uses the RPM Getting Ready Process
and Script for RPMs working with older primary, middle and secondary students.

TEACHER INFORMATION

As the teacher, you are now going to model to the RPMs how asking restorative
questions to students questions (in front of one another) is a very important aspect
of restoring relationships and repairing harm. As the teacher, you will recognize the
scripted restorative questions, but the purpose of this activity is only to show the RPMs
the power of getting students talking and listening to one another, as opposed to
dealing with them separately and trying to get resolution without dialogue between
the involved children.

Hi, I’m [name] and I’m an RPM. It’s my job to help people sort out
problems. Lance told me about a problem that he would like to sort
out with you. He said they didn’t want to make a big deal of it and
didn’t think teachers needed to be involved yet. Are you interested
in solving the problem?
Do you agree to be respectful, be honest and take turns to speak?
Will you all follow these rules?
That’s great, this shouldn’t take long then.

Pete, what happened?
[Paraphrase the response.]
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Encourage the students on the Pete and Lance halves of the circle to respond, as
their character, to the questions as you ask them.
The two different groups representing Lance and Pete will debate among
themselves about how to respond to the questions that you ask of them. This
could get loud and energetic! This is important because they will be actively
engaged in considering and predicting the different responses that could come
from students in Lance and Pete’s situation.
The RPMs will be perspective taking, using empathic understanding as well as
thinking about what you’ve taught them about the needs that arise from these
types of problems. This is just the type of thinking we want them to be doing.

TEACHER INFORMATION

This type of perspective taking may be a significant challenge for some students,
particularly those with Autistic Spectrum Disorder, where mind blindness is a
typical part of the cluster of their social comprehension difficulties.
You may wish to ask groups to agree on a particular response, or allow the
different possible responses to come freely from different members of each
group (like a brainstorm).
Judge whether a more or less structured approach works best for the groups,
or ask them before beginning the activity how they think it might work best
and what should happen if they find that the way they have chosen to run the
activity isn’t working well.

Lance, what happened from your side?
[Paraphrase the response.]

Your skills as a restorative facilitator will be on show as you model how to keep
the process on track by using the script questions, but also remain responsive to
Lance and Pete’s responses.
As you ask the remaining scripted questions to Lance and Pete, stick as closely
as you can to the script that you will later be teaching the RPMs.
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Pete, what were you hoping would happen when you said that
about Lance’s mum?
Was saying that fair or unfair?
[Paraphrase response.]

Lance, how did hearing Pete say that affect you?
[Paraphrase Lance’s response.]

Lance, what can we do to fix this problem?
[Paraphrase response: ‘So you think…’]

Pete, what do you think of Lance’s idea?
[Paraphrase response.]
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So, to fix this problem, you have agreed to [insert statements based
on their conversation]. Pete, what’s your part in this? Lance, how
about you?
Is there anything anyone wants to add, or say to the other before
we finish?
Thanks for letting me help you sort this out.

Silent statements
Change places if:
•

There are different feelings now in your group to what there
were when we started

•

Your character (Lance or Pete) would be feeling better now
that he was before the questions

•

You believe that having a chance to answer the questions
that I just asked would meet some of the needs we discussed
earlier.

Encourage further conversation in the circle about how Lance and Pete might be
feeling now after being asked these questions.
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Section 7a: The RPM Getting
Ready Process and Script
Suitable for RPMs who will be working with early years students
The way in which the RPMs will help students is guided by the ‘RPM Getting
Ready Process’ (training manual – Early Years and Primary) and the ‘RPM Script:
Early Years and Primary’ (see page 113). You may recognize this as a modified
version of the Early Years Restorative Conference Script (Hansberry and Langley
2013).
This session takes the RPMs step by step through the getting ready process and
the script that you just modelled to the group with the Lance and Pete scenario.
We’ve included plenty of opportunities for conversation as the getting ready
process and script is explained. This section of the training will take time. The
RPMs will have many ‘what if’ questions, some of which we have considered
below, based on our experience in training RPMs.
We have suggested some circle activities that work well to complement
different parts of your teaching. However, you may find that the best approach
is to have the RPMs sit in a circle, each with a copy of the getting ready process
and the script to refer as you go through the process from start to finish, stopping
regularly for paired or whole group conversation and questions.
This part of the training can be quite spontaneous. Groups often find
themselves pausing for conversations, questions and even impromptu role
plays to explore possible scenarios from different perspectives. Alternative ways
to handle parts of the process may be suggested by the RPMs. This could even
cause some changes to the getting ready process and script to better suit your
own school(s)!

Materials needed
•

‘RPM Getting Ready Process’ projected on interactive whiteboard

• ‘RPM Script’ projected on interactive whiteboard
(Pdf versions are available at: www.jkp.com/catalogue/book/9781785923845 or
www.hansberryec.com.au)
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Getting Ready Step 1: Listen and paraphrase
the student(s) reporting the problem:
1. Look at their face
2. Wait for a pause
3. Paraphrase the most important parts
4. Watch their face:
If they seem pleased or agree with you, move to Step 2.
If they look confused, grumpy, yell, cry, look upset or stop talking, say:
‘You look upset, what else do you want to tell me?’

Take the reporting student to a place where you can properly hear
them speak. Some students speak very quietly and others may have
speech difficulties so they will be hard to understand in a noisy place.

This first part of the process is what we do when a student or a group
comes to us with a problem. We use the skills of paraphrasing that
we’ve already practised. When a student reports a problem to you,
listening and paraphrasing will help you understand the problem
and will make the student feel as though they are being listened to.

Below are questions that the RPMs may ask you about working with young
people. If these are not asked, it’s worth posing some of these questions to the
RPMs to discuss in pairs, or in the circle:
• What if you can’t understand the student?
• What it they are injured?
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• What if they are crying and can’t stop?
• What if they become upset while reporting the problem and start to cry
• What if the problem involves unsafe behaviour or a serious breaking of a
school rule?
You may decide to record what the group agrees is a suitable response to the
‘what if’ scenarios.

Getting Ready Step 2: Say:
‘That sounds tricky, thanks for telling me so calmly. Did you just want me to
know or do you want some help?’
Wants some help:



‘Okay, let’s get the other(s)
and have a chat about this.’

Just wanted you to know:
‘What do you think you’ll do
to fix this?’
Listen to their idea, wish them
luck and then watch how it
goes.
If able, check on how the
student thinks it is going in five
minutes.

This is an important part of the process because sometimes it’s a
little problem and the student just wants to tell somebody! We don’t
want to make a small problem bigger if we don’t have to.
We also don’t want to give young students the idea that someone
bigger always has to fix their problems for them. This is bad for their
resilience and problem solving skills.
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Just wanted you to know:
‘What do you think you’ll do to fix this?’
Listen to their idea, wish them luck and then watch how it goes.
If able, check with the student how it is going in five minutes.

Questions for the RPMs
• How might they check in on that student later?
• What if it’s a serious problem that you think you, or a teacher should get
involved with?
• What if you think the student’s idea to fix the problem will make the
problem worse?

Wants some help:
‘Okay, let’s get the other(s) and have a chat about this.’

This is where we know that we are going to get involved with the
problem and bring the students involved together for restorative
mediation.
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Getting Ready Step 3: Ask the student to go and ask
the other students involved to come over for a chat OR
walk with the student to where the other students are.
This stage of the process is very important.

Questions for the RPMs
• Is it best to send the reporting student to gather the others involved or
should we walk over to the other students with the reporting student?
• What if you can’t find the other students?
• What if the other students refuse to be part of mediation?
• What if the other students run away (what might be reasons they would
run away?)
• What if the students become angry and or violent toward each other?
• What if the other student(s) begin to cry when you approach them?

Getting Ready Step 4: Take the students to a quieter place.

Questions for the RPMs
• Where might a quieter place be of you are on the oval, the playground, the
quadrangle, the gym (have conversations specific to your school)?
• What if other students come, too? How do you ask them to leave?
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Introduce yourselves
‘Hi, I’m [name] and I’m an RPM. It’s my job to help people sort problems out. [Name]
came to me with a problem that they are worried about. They said you will be able
to help us fix the problem. Will you help us? Great!’

Talking this way shows that you are friendly and helpful. It’s
also important to let students know that it’s your job to help (a
special responsibility given to you by the teachers), so you have
some authority.
Show your RPM badge if you think it will help.
We introduce the problem to the student in a way that doesn’t make
it sound that they were dobbed on by the reporting student.
We say that the reporting student thought they’d be a good person
to help solve the problem. This language is carefully chosen so
nobody feels blamed. We then ask for their help, which again is
important so nobody feels like they are the bad guy.
Some students will be very fearful of a bigger kid coming over to
them and might worry that they are going to be teased or told off.
Our face, body and voice send very important messages, so we
need to think about how we might look to young children.

Pair share and feedback
«« Why have we chosen these words to introduce ourselves?
«« What feelings are we trying to trigger in the students?
«« What feelings are we hoping we don’t trigger?
«« Because the students we work with are little, we only need to use a few words
– can you think of another way you might introduce yourself?
‘Who remembers the three rules for mediation?’
Be respectful, Be honest, Take turns to speak.
‘Will you all follow these rules? That’s great, this won’t take long then.’
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Whenever we have a ‘restorative chat’ in our school, we repeat
these three rules that remind people how to keep the process fair.
We have to make these rules clear to young students and then we
actually ask them if they will follow them. This is a respectful thing
to do and also gets more commitment from the students involved.

1. To non-reporting student(s)
‘[Reporting student] tells me that there’s been a problem with ([explain problem
briefly]. What happened?’
Paraphrase back to them what they said.

There’s really no way of knowing who has made the bad choices
until you’ve heard all of the students talk about the problem.
Because the reporting student has already told some of their story,
it makes sense that the other students(s) get to tell their side at this
part of the process.
Listen carefully because you may have already made judgements
about what happened that are wrong. This is perfectly normal
when we hear only one person’s side of the problem and are trying
to get a picture in our mind of what happened. It can be hard to
change your mind and accept the new information because our
brain doesn’t like to change a story once it thinks it knows what
happened. Just knowing this will help you be fairer.
Remember that your job isn’t so much to decide whose fault the
problem is; rather, it is to help the students explain the problem,
listen to each other and see the problem from another person’s
viewpoint (which is often hard for little people).
We want to help the students think about why they did what they
did, take some responsibility for their part of the problem and then
come up with a way of fixing the problem.
They will be dealing with tricky feelings like fear, shame, anger,
sadness and worry, just like we do when we have conflicts with
friends.
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Questions for the RPMs
«« What if a school rule has been broken?
«« What if somebody interrupts and disagrees with the way the story is being told?
«« What if somebody starts yelling, points their finger or acts in a threatening way?
«« How might we be able to tell if somebody is lying?
«« What do we do if we think somebody might be lying?

2. To reporting student(s)
‘What happened from your side?’ (May be same or different.)
Paraphrase.

Even though you heard the reporting student’s story when they first
came to you, it may change once they hear the other student’s story.
This is normal and doesn’t mean that anyone has lied. It just means
that they have remembered more after hearing another account,
or can now see the problem from the other person’s point of view
(which is good news).
If the story about the problem now matches, it’s good news. If
there are some differences, decide if they can be overlooked, or
whether they are so important that you need to ask the students if
they are sure about their side, or if they might have misunderstood
something.
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It’s normal for young children to have understood events quite
differently. The story of the Six Blind Men and the Elephant showed
this. If important details of the problem can’t be agreed on, you
have some choices:
•

Focus on the parts of their stories that they do agree on and
don’t spend any more time on the parts they’ve disagreed on
and move to the next questions

•

Sometimes, just summarizing the stories so far can help:
‘We all agree on what happened up to the part where [insert
details] but now we are stuck! [Name] believes that [insert
details] happened and [name] believes that [insert details]
happened! This doesn’t mean that somebody is telling lies; it
might just mean that we saw it differently. What should we do
to get our story unstuck?’

•

If it comes to a point where the students are stuck and the
process has come to a standstill, refer the students to a teacher
or give them the option to stop the mediation at that point.

3. To students who made a bad
choice (may be all of them)
‘When you [describe what they did], was that:’
		

A good choice or a bad choice?

Or

The right thing or the wrong thing?

Or

Fair or unfair?

Or

Kind or unkind?’ (Only use 1 or 2 of these.)

Paraphrase: ‘So, you think it was…’
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As you hear both sides of the problem, you will get a better idea
of what has happened and how the actions of each of the students
involved added to the problem.
This is where you will be able to ask questions to help the students
think about what they did and to say whether these were good or
bad choices.
This is the same as when we are asked what we were thinking when
having a restorative chat with a teacher and other students. This
question can be a little hard for young children, so we make it easier
by asking these closed questions.

You can ask any of these questions; just choose the one that seems
to fit the situation best. In the Lance and Pete scenario, I asked the
‘fair or unfair’ question.
If the student has trouble answering one of these questions, calmly
ask them another one and give them time to answer.
Make sure you repeat their response so the other students hear it:
•

‘So, you think doing [add details] was a bad choice?’

•

‘So, you are saying that [add details] made the problem
worse?’

•

‘So, now you think that doing that was unfair?’

Then say something like, ‘That’s a very brave answer,’ or, ‘You’re
being very honest, that will help us fix this problem,’ or, ‘It takes lots
of courage to say when you have done the wrong thing doesn’t it?’
This praises their honesty and often makes the others want to be
just as honest and brave.

Questions for the RPMs
«« What if they don’t answer these questions?
«« What if they give an answer opposite to what we are expecting?
«« What if they don’t answer and keep talking about what the others did that
was wrong?
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4. To students who were upset
(may be all of them)
‘How are you feeling about what’s happened?’
‘How do you think [name others] are feeling?’
Paraphrase:
This is a very important part of the fixing because we are asking the
students to say how they are feeling and they get to see that they
are not the only ones feeling sad, angry, worried or scared about
the problem.
Little people often forget that other people have feelings as well, so
this reminds them.
The important part is to help them listen to each other when they
say how they are feeling and then to say how the other person might
be feeling.

Role play to demonstrate active listening

Because active listening is so important at this stage of the process, it’s worth getting
the RPMs to have a practice paraphrasing student’s responses. The example below is
a place to start, but have fun with making up different scenarios so that the RPMs can
practise in groups of three.
RPM: ‘Tom, how are you feeling about what happened?’
Tom: ‘Sad.’
RPM (paraphrasing): ‘So, you feel sad?’
Tom: ‘Yeah.’
RPM: ‘Tom, how do you think James might be feeling about what happened?’
Tom: ‘Sad as well?’
RPM (paraphrasing): ‘So, you think James might be feeling sad like you do?’
Tom: ‘Yes.’
RPM: ‘James, how are you feeling?’
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James: ‘Grumpy and Sad.’
RPM (paraphrasing): ‘Grumpy and Sad?’
James: ‘Yes, grumpy and sad.’
RPM: ‘James, how is Tom feeling about what happened?’
James: ‘He’s sad.’
RPM: ‘Wow! You two have done a great job of working out how each other is
feeling! That’s a very grown up thing to do!’
RPM: ‘Tom and James, do you want to keep feeling sad and grumpy or should
we try and fix this?’

5. To all students – beginning
with the reporting student
‘What can we do to fix this problem?’
Paraphrase:
You will hear all sorts of ideas when you ask the fixing question,
some will be surprising!
Usually, young students will want to say sorry to each other and get
on with playing together again without any hard feelings. Sometimes
they want to give each other a hug, a hi-5 or just fix the problem by
playing together again.
The great thing about little people is that they don’t usually hold
onto their hurts for long and forgive quickly.
Often, little people need some ideas about what they can do to fix
the problem, especially if they haven’t had much practice sorting
out their own problems.
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Sometimes, we might see that there’s something obvious that
could fix the problem like the students taking turns from now on, or
agreeing on a fair way to share something.
Because you are older, with more experience, you will sometimes
have good ideas that the little ones don’t. In this case, it’s okay to
add your ideas. You might need to show them what you mean.
If there is anything else that needs fixing, you can add:
•

‘I think you also need to [add your ideas]. Can you do this on
your own or would you like some help?’

6. Checking on agreement
‘So, to fix this problem you have agreed to [add details].’ Ask each student, ‘So, what
is your part?’
‘Thanks for letting me help you sort this out. Let’s finish with a hi-5 or a handshake?’

This part is a final check on how well the students understand what
they have agreed to do to fix the problem. It’s very important to
do this because little people can easily forget or misunderstand
one another.
Record on the RPM report slip what has been agreed to fix the
problem and then read it back to the students.
When you are happy that the students understand the plan, bring
the mediation to a close.

Working with apologies
Sometimes, we need to teach children how to give and receive an apology. The words
below can help:
Person apologising:
‘[Name], I’m sorry for [describe behaviour].’
(Optional) ‘I should have [new behaviour].’
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Recipient:
‘Thank you for your apology. I didn’t like it when you [describe behaviour]. I felt
[describe feelings].’

One important thing we can all teach younger students is how to
make and receive an apology.
If an apology is part of the fixing for the students, you may help
them with the words.
When a student says sorry, ask, ‘What is it you are saying sorry for?’
so they can describe the actions they regret. The student receiving
an apology can be helped to say something other than, ‘That’s okay,’
by thanking the other student for their apology and saying what it
was they didn’t like and how it felt.
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Section 7b: The RPM Script
Suitable for RPMs who will be working with upper
primary, middle and secondary students
The way the RPMs will help students is guided by the ‘RPM Script: Middle &
Secondary’ (see pages 19 and 20).
This session takes the RPMs step by step through the script that you have just
modelled to the group with the Lance and Pete scenario. We’ve included plenty
of opportunities for conversation as the script is explained. This section of the
training will take time. The RPMs will have many ‘what if’ questions, some of
which we have added below from our experience in training RPMs.
We have suggested some circle activities that work well to complement
different parts of your teaching. However, you may find that the best approach
is to have the RPMs sit in a circle, each with a copy of the script to refer as you go
through the process from start to finish, stopping regularly for paired or whole
group conversation and questions.
This part of the training can be quite spontaneous. Groups often find
themselves pausing for conversations, questions and even impromptu role
plays to explore possible scenarios from different perspectives. Alternative ways
to handle parts of the process may be suggested by the RPMs. This could even
cause some changes to the getting ready process and script to better suit your
own school(s)!

Materials needed
• ‘RPM Getting Ready Process’ projected on interactive whiteboard
•

‘RPM Script: Middle & Secondary’ projected on interactive whiteboard

(PDF versions are available at: www.jkp.com/catalogue/book/9781785923845 or
www.hansberryec.com.au)
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Getting Ready Step 1: Listen and paraphrase
the student(s) reporting the problem:
1. Look at their face
2. Wait for a pause
3. Paraphrase the most important parts
4. Watch their face:
If they seem pleased or agree with you, move to Step 2.
If they look confused, grumpy, yell, cry, look upset or stop talking, say:
‘You look upset, what else do you want to tell me?’

Take the reporting student to a place where you can properly hear
them speak. Some students speak very quietly and others may have
speech difficulties so they will be hard to understand in a noisy place.

This first part of the process is what we do when a student or a group
comes to us with a problem. We use the skills of paraphrasing that
we’ve already practised. When a student reports a problem to you,
listening and paraphrasing will help you understand the problem and
will make the student feel as though they are being listened to.
Below are questions that the RPMs may ask you about working with
young people. If these are not asked, it’s worth posing some of these
questions to the RPMs to discuss in pairs, or in the circle:
«« What if you can’t understand the student?
«« What it they are injured?
«« What if they are crying and can’t stop?
«« What if they become upset while reporting the problem and
start to cry?
«« What if the problem involves unsafe behaviour or a serious
breaking of a school rule?
You may decide to record what the group agrees is a suitable response
to the ‘what if’ scenarios.
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Getting Ready Step 2: Say:
‘That sounds tricky, thanks for telling me so calmly. Did you just want me to
know or do you want some help?’
Wants some help:



‘Okay, let’s get the other(s)
and have a chat about this.’

Just wanted you to know:
‘What do you think you’ll do
to fix this?’
Listen to their idea, wish them
luck and then watch how it goes.
If able, check on how the student
thinks it is going in five minutes.

This is an important part of the process because, sometimes, it’s a
little problem and the student just wants to tell somebody! We don’t
want to make a small problem bigger if we don’t have to.
We also don’t want to give young students the idea that someone
bigger always has to fix their problems for them. This is bad for their
resilience and problem solving skills.
Just wanted you to know:
‘What do you think you’ll do to fix this?’
Listen to their idea, wish them luck and then watch how it goes.
If able, check with the student how it is going in five minutes.
Questions for the RPMs:
How might they check in on that student later?
What if it’s a serious problem that you think you, or a teacher
should get involved with?
What if you think the student’s idea to fix the problem will
make the problem worse?
Wants some help:
‘Okay, let’s get the other(s) and have a chat about this.’
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This is where we know that we are going to get involved with the
problem and bring the students involved together for restorative
mediation.

Getting Ready Step 3: Ask the student to go and ask
the other students involved to come over for a chat OR
walk with the student to where the other students are.
This stage of the process is very important.

Questions for the RPMs
• Is it best to send the reporting student to gather the others involved or
should we walk over to the other students with the reporting student?
• What if you can’t find the other students?
• What if the other students refuse to be part of mediation?
• What if the other students run away (what might be reasons they would
run away)?
• What if the students become angry and or violent toward each other?
• What if the other student(s) begin to cry when you approach them?

Getting Ready Step 4: Take the students to a quieter place.

This first part of the process is what we do when a student or a
group comes to us with a problem. We use the skills of paraphrasing
that we’ve already practiced. When there’s a conflict reported
to you, listening and paraphrasing what the person says will help
you understand the problem and will make those involved in the
problem feel as though they are being listened to.
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Questions for the RPMs
• Where might a quieter place be if you are on the oval, the playground, the
quadrangle, the gym (have conversations specific to your school)?
• What if other students come too? How do you ask them to leave?

Introduce yourselves
‘Hi, I’m [name] and I’m an RPM. It’s my job to help people sort problems out. [Name]
told me about a problem that they would like to sort out with you. They said they
didn’t want to make a big deal of it and didn’t think teachers needed to be involved
yet. Are you interested in solving the problem?’

Talking this way shows that you are there to help, not make the
problem worse. It’s also important to let students know that it’s your
job to help (a responsibility given to you by the teachers), so you
have some authority. Being big-headed or cocky is never a good
idea in this situation. Remain friendly and calm.
Show your RPM badge if you think it will help.
We introduce the problem to the student in a way that doesn’t make
it sound that they were dobbed on by the reporting student.
We say that the reporting student wants the problem kept small (they
don’t want to anyone to get into trouble). This language is carefully
chosen so nobody feels blamed. We then ask for their help, which
again is important so nobody feels like they are being blamed.
Some students will be very defensive or suspicious of you. Some
may treat it as a big joke! This is normal. Stay calm and friendly and,
if necessary, calmly repeat that you are a peer mediator and it is
your job to help keep problems small. Your face, body and voice
send very important messages so we need to think about how we
might look to others.

Pair share and feedback
«« Why have we chosen these words to introduce ourselves?
«« What emotions are we trying to trigger in the students?
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«« What emotions are we hoping we don’t trigger?
«« Can you think of another way you might introduce yourself that is respectful
and firm at the same time?
‘There are three rules of engagement when sorting conflicts, they are:
Be respectful, Be honest, Take turns to speak.
Can you all follow these? Okay, this won’t take long then.’

Whenever we have a ‘restorative chat’ in our school, regardless of
what aged students we are working with, we repeat these rules
of engagement to remind people how to keep the process fair.
We have to make these rules of engagement clear and we actually ask
for a commitment from the other students to follow them. With older
students, setting out the rules of engagement may feel strange, but it
has to be done so people know what to expect from one another.

1. To non-reporting student(s)
‘[Reporting student] tells me that there’s been a problem with [explain problem
briefly]. What happened?’
Paraphrase back to them what they said.
There’s really no way of knowing who has made the bad choices
until you’ve heard all of the students talk about the problem.
Because the reporting student has already told you their version
of events, it makes sense that the other students(s) get to tell their
version at this point in the process.
Listen carefully because you may have already made judgements
about what happened that are wrong. This is perfectly normal
when we hear only one person’s side of the problem and are trying
to get a picture in our mind of what happened. It can be hard to
change your mind and accept the new information because our
brain doesn’t like to change a story once it thinks it knows what
happened. Just knowing this will help you be more balanced.
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Remember that your job isn’t so much to decide whose fault the
problem is; rather, it is to help the students explain the problem, listen
to each other and see the problem from another person’s viewpoint
(which is much easier for some students than it is for others).
We want to help those involved think about why they did what they
did, take some responsibility for their part of the problem and then
come up with a way of fixing the problem.
They will be dealing with tricky feelings like fear, shame, anger, sadness
and worry, just like we do when we have conflicts with others.

Questions for the RPMs
«« What if there has been a serious breaking of a school rule in the reported
problem?
«« What if somebody interrupts and disagrees with the way the story is being told?
«« What if somebody starts yelling, points their finger or acts in a threatening way?
«« What kinds of conditions make it hard for some people to see a problem from
another’s viewpoint?4
«« What can help in these situations?
«« What do we do if it appears that someone isn’t interested in solving the problem
and is making a mockery of the process?
«« What do we do if we think somebody might be lying?

4



Restorative Practices and Special Needs (Burnett and Thorsborne 2015) provides a useful exploration
of using RPs with students with conditions that fall under the special needs umbrella. Parts of this
resource may be useful in this training for older students to help them understand some of the social
and communication difficulties some students encounter when working through conflict.
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2. To reporting student(s)
‘What happened from your side?’ (May be same or different.)
Paraphrase.

Even though you heard the reporting student’s story when they first
came to you, it may change once they hear the other student’s story.
This is normal and doesn’t mean that anyone has lied. It just means
that they have remembered more after hearing another account, or
can now see the problem from the other person’s point of view (which
is good news).
If the story about the problem now matches (or almost matches), it’s
good news. If there are some differences (which happens most of the
time), decide if they can be overlooked. You might say, ‘We just can’t
agree on this part of the story. Does this have to hold us up or can be
keep going?’

It’s normal for people to have understood events quite differently.
The story of Six Blind Men and the Elephant showed this. If important
details of the problem can’t be agreed on, you have some choices:
•

Focus on the parts of their stories that they do agree on and
don’t spend any more time on the parts they’ve disagreed on
and move to the next questions

•

Sometimes just summarising the stories so far can help: ‘We
all agree on what happened up to the part where [add details
but now we are stuck! [Name] believes that [add details]
happened and [name] believes that [add details] happened!
This doesn’t mean that somebody is telling lies; it might just
mean that we saw it differently. What should we do about this?’

•

If it comes to a point where the students are stuck and the
process has come to a standstill, refer the students to a teacher
or give them the option to stop the mediation at that point.
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3. To students who made a bad
choice (may be all of them)
‘What were you hoping would happen when you [say what they did]?’ OR ‘What
made you decide to do/say that?’
You may decide to go a step further and ask these closed questions to help:
		

Was that a good choice or a bad choice?

Or

Was that a good look or a bad look?

Or

Was that fair or unfair?

Or

Did that make the problem better or worse for you all?

Paraphrase: ‘So, you think it was…’

As you hear both sides of the problem, you will get a better idea
of what has happened and how the actions of each of the students
involved added to the problem.
This is where you will be able to ask questions to help the students
think about what they did and to say whether these were good or
bad choices.

You can ask any of these listed questions; just choose the one that
seems to fit the situation best. In the Lance and Pete scenario, I
asked the ‘fair or unfair’ question.
If a student has trouble answering one of these questions, you might
calmly ask them another one and give them time to answer.
Make sure you repeat their response so the other students hear it:
•

‘So, you think doing [add details] was a bad choice?’

•

‘So, you are saying that [add details] made the problem
worse?’

•

‘So, now you think that doing that was unfair?’

Then thank them for their responses.
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Questions for the RPMs
«« What if they don’t answer these questions?
«« What if they give an answer opposite to what we are expecting?
«« What if they don’t answer and keep talking about what the others did that
was wrong?
«« What if someone becomes disrespectful?

4. To students who were upset
(may be all of them)
‘How has this affected you?’
‘Who else has been affected?’
‘How do you think this has affected others?’
Paraphrase.
This is a very important part of the process because we are asking the
students to say how they have been affected and they get to see that
they are not the only ones affected by the problem.
The important part is to help them listen to each other when they say
how they’ve been affected then to hear how the other person has
been affected.
Expect that students may not use the term ‘affected’, instead, using
terms like ‘annoyed’ or even ‘pissed off’!

Role play to demonstrate active listening

Because active listening is so important at this stage of the process, it’s worth getting
the RPMs to have a practice paraphrasing student’s responses. The example below
is a place to start, but have fun with making up different scenarios so the RPMs can
practise in groups of three:
RPM: ‘Lance, how has this affected you?’
Lance: ‘I dunno, I was really annoyed when Pete brought my mum into it
the way he did just because he lost a game of around the world. He made
it really personal.’
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RPM (paraphrasing): ‘Pete’s comment crossed the line.’
Lance: ‘Yeah.’
RPM: ‘Lance, who else do you think has been affected?’
Lance: ‘John?’
RPM: ‘How do you think John might have been affected?’
Lance: ‘He’s probably over the comments about people’s families as well.’
RPM: ‘So, you think he’s over it like you are?’
Lance: ‘Probably.’
RPM: ‘John, how have you been affected by this?’
John: ‘It’s really made things sour.’
RPM: ‘So, it’s changed things between you three?’
John: ‘Yeah.’

5. To all students – usually beginning
with the reporting student
‘What can we do to fix this problem?’ OR ‘Do you want to keep the conflict going
or should we try to work it out?’
Paraphrase.

You will hear all sorts of ideas when you ask the sorting-out question,
some will be surprising!
Sometimes, people involved will want to just get on with their lives
with an agreement to stop the conflict and will consider the problem
fixed just because they’ve agreed that the conflict has been annoying
for all involved.
Sometimes, people might need some suggestions from the RPM
about how the problem might be fixed, especially if they haven’t had
much experience sorting out their own problems.
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Sometimes, we might see that there’s something obvious that
could fix the problem like the students taking turns from now on, or
agreeing on a fair way to share an area.
It’s okay to add your ideas. You might need to show them what
you mean.

6. Checking on agreement
‘So, to sort this out, you have agreed to [add details].’ Ask each student: ‘So, what
is your part?’
‘Is there anything anyone wants to add, or say to the other before we finish?’
‘Thanks for letting me help you sort this out.’

This part is a final check how well the students understand what they
have agreed to do to fix the problem. It’s very important to do this
because people can easily misunderstand one another.
Record on the RPM report slip what has been agreed to fix the problem
and then read it back to the students.
When you are happy that the students understand the plan, bring the
mediation to a close.

Working with apologies
Don’t expect that apologies will be made and certainly don’t try to force anyone
to make an apology. If they happen naturally, great. If not, remember that often it’s
enough for people to know that the other people in the conflict understand that what
they did wrong and that both sides want the problem sorted out. Trying to squeeze
apologies out of people can cause more problems than it is worth and can even cause
the process to go backward.
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Apologies sometimes happen when we ask the last question: ‘Is there anything anyone
wants to add, or say to the other before we finish?’ If an apology is made, you might ask:
‘Can you tell us what you are apologizing for?’
You may also ask the person who received the apology:
‘How are you with that?’
Notice that we are not asking, ‘Do you accept that apology?’ This is a loaded question
and can make people feel as though they have to accept an apology when all we
really want them to do is acknowledge that they have been apologized to.
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Section 8: Time to practise!
All RPMs
Now that the RPMs have seen the RPM process role played by you and have
been through the process together, it’s time for them to have a go themselves.
For this, RPMs will be randomly placed into groups of three and will each have
turns playing students and RPMs for about an hour. During this practice time,
we want to help the RPMs stay as on task as possible so they all get plenty of
opportunities to use the process. This means that you will need to engage closely
with the groups as you move around the groups. A large space (like an open
space area of gymnasium) also works best so that the RPMs can spread out and
hear themselves talk (and think) as they role play.

Okay RPMs. You’ve learned so much today that it’s time now to have
a go at using the process with each other before we let you loose on
other students!
This means that you will take turns playing the roles of RPM and of
students who are having a problem.
It also means that we will have to have some scenarios, like the Lance
and Pete scenario to practice with.

Silent statements
To start, we’ll get ourselves up and moving again. Find your RPM
training manual and have it in your hand.
Silently change places if:
•

You are wearing any form of jewellery

•

You’re looking forward to starting to work as an RPM

•

You’re a bit worried about not remembering the RPM process
that we just looked at.

So, I can see that lots of us are feeling the same way about wanting
to do well as RPMs. That’s totally normal. If you weren’t a little
nervous I’d be worried!
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Check that the circle is mixed up and then count off threes around the circle to
put RPMs into teams of three.

Now that we are in teams of three, we had better make some
agreements about how the role plays will work so that we can all get
the most out of them.
We will keep it simple and have two students who are having a problem
and one RPM. You will switch jobs so that everyone gets a few turns
at being an RPM.
Now we need some ideas for scenarios. Can everybody open their
training manual to where we listed some of the types of conflicts that
happen on the yard that RPMs would be able to help students with?

Set the groups the task of practising the process with the different scenarios.
Encourage groups to try each other’s scenarios. Encourage RPMs to use their
process cards.
After an hour, bring practice to an end.
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Section 9: Concluding Circle
All RPMs
Bring the RPMs back into a circle and make sure that they have their training
manuals and other belongings with them.

Well, RPMs, this brings the phase 1 training to an end.
Your brains would be just about ready to explode. We have talked
about so much today and learned some new skills. Don’t expect to be
excellent at these skills straight away. Becoming a good RPM will take
practice and mistakes.
To finish, think of one word that describes how you feel after today’s
training and be ready to share in a go-around. Remember, you can pass!
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3A RPM PHASE 1 TRAINING MANUAL
Suitable for RPMs Working with Early
Years and Primary-Aged Students

100

Warm-up: People Bingo (Resource 1)

Can play a musical
instrument

Has been in a plane

Has the same size
hand as you

Has been camping

Gets out of bed the
same time as you

Has the same
number of
siblings as you

Likes a musical
artist you like

Enjoys bike riding

Walks to school

Has a dog as a pet

Barracks for a
football team

Has seen a movie
at a cinema in
the last month

Has been attended
a live sports
game this year

Has blue eyes

Favourite colour
is green
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Restorative Peer Mediation (RPM) – What is it?
Our definition of an RPM
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My definition of an RPM
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Conflicts that occur in our schoolyard
Remember that most conflicts that occur in the yard are appropriate for
RPMs, but some are better handled by a teacher.
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Topic 1: Paraphrasing
Paraphrasing is a skill that is very important for RPMs. When we
paraphrase well, the person talking will feel as though we are listening
and understanding what they are saying. This is important so they can
tell us what has happened and we can understand properly.
There is a recipe for good paraphrasing:
1. Look and listen to the person talking – look at their face
2. Wait for a pause in what they are saying and
3. Say back in just a few words the most important parts of what
they have just said:
«« So you felt…
«« They were…
«« It was…
«« You were…
You know you are paraphrasing well when the other person:
• Looks up at you for a second after you paraphrase
• Keeps talking with even more enthusiasm after you have
paraphrased
• Nods, smiles, or does something else to show that they like what
you said.
You might be doing too much paraphrasing when the other person:
• Stops and goes quiet
• Shakes their head
• Looks angry or irritated after you paraphrase
• Says something like, ‘Don’t interrupt me’!
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You will discover that:
• Trying to paraphrase too much sounds like interrupting and is
frustrating for the person talking.
• Making your paraphrases too long makes it seem as though you
have taken over and this will stop the other person talking
• You should never begin telling your own story when you’re
supposed to be the one listening.
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Topic 2: Understanding people’s needs
when they are hurt, or have hurt others
THE SOCCER STORY
Pete, John and Lance were playing with a soccer ball at recess time.
They were taking turns to try to kick the ball into the goals. It was Pete’s
turn. John and Lance stood in front of goals as the two goal keepers – it
was their job to try to stop the ball going through when Pete kicked it.
Pete was the only one who hadn’t scored a goal. John and Lance had
kicked a goal each. Pete was worried that he’d be the only one who
hadn’t kicked a goal. He didn’t want to look like a bad soccer player.
Pete took a big run-up and kicked as hard as he could. The ball went
flying through the air toward the goals – it was a great kick and looked
as though it would be a goal for sure. Lance knew he’d have to jump as
high as he could to stop the goal. He shut his eyes and jumped with his
arms outstretched as high as he could. The ball just touched the tips
of his fingers and then flew over the top of the goals. Lance and his
tremendous leap had just stopped a certain goal!
When Pete saw that Lance had stopped the goal, his face turned
to thunder. He thought to himself, ‘The bell is going and I’m the only
one who hasn’t scored a goal.’ He felt his stomach tighten into a knot
and his face get really hot. His feelings were taking control of him. Pete
picked up the soccer ball and yelled at Lance, ‘You’re a stupid cheat;
you’re not playing with us at lunch time.’ John yelled angrily at Pete,
‘That’s not fair! You can’t play with us at lunch!’
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What do we need when we are hurt
or when we hurt others?
Can you see any similarities between these two lists? What are they?

When we are hurt,
we need…

When we hurt others,
we need…

People usually need the same kinds of things to feel better
when they’ve been hurt by the words or actions of others.
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Topic 3: Seeing things differently
Most young children think that others see the world just as they do and
think what they think. This means they they have trouble understanding
that someone might see an event or problem differently to how they
saw it. This is called being egocentric and it is part of being little. We all
grow out of it as our brain develops.
To be an RPM, we need to understand that children will often see
events differently, depending on their viewpoint – where they were
sitting or standing when the problem happened, what they heard (or
didn’t hear) and even what they were expecting to happen.
There will be times when you are listening to children’s stories about
what happened when children will think that another child is lying
because their version of what happened is different to theirs. Because
they are still learning that we can see things differently, they may accuse
each other of telling lies.
Sometimes, someone will be lying, but not as often as you might
think.
We need to help younger children understand that when people tell
a different story about what happened, it doesn’t automatically mean
that the other person is telling lies and being dishonest. It can often
be that the other person was watching from a different place, or may
have seen or heard different things to them.
The story of the Six Blind Men and the Elephant is a great story to
illustrate how we can all think different things about the same thing. In
other words, we can perceive things differently.
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THE SIX BLIND MEN AND THE ELEPHANT
Once upon a time, there lived six blind men in a village. Being blind
meant that their eyes didn’t work properly and they couldn’t see. One
day the villagers told them, ’Hey, there is an elephant in the village today.’
The six blind men had no idea what an elephant was. They decided,
’Even though we will not be able to see it, let’s go and feel it anyway.’
All of them went to where the elephant was. Each of them touched
the elephant.
’Hey, the elephant is like a pillar that holds a large building up,’ said
the first man, who touched the elephant’s leg.
’No! It is like a rope,’ said the second man, who touched the tail.
’No! It is like a thick branch of a tree,’ said the third man, who touched
the trunk of the elephant.
’It is like a big hand fan,’ said the fourth man, who touched the ear
of the elephant.
’It is like a huge wall,’ said the fifth man, who touched the side of
the elephant.
’It is like a solid pipe,’ said the sixth man, who touched the tusk of
the elephant.
They began to argue about the elephant and every one of them
insisted that he was right. The six men were getting angry with one
another.
A wise man was passing by and he saw this. He stopped and asked
them, ‘What is the matter?’ They said, ‘We cannot agree on what the
elephant is like.’ Each one of them said what he thought the elephant
was like. The wise man calmly explained to them, ’All of you are right.
The reason every one of you is telling it differently because you all felt
a different part of the elephant. So, the elephant is like all of the things
you said.’
’Oh!’ the six blind men said. There was no more fighting. The six
blind men felt happy that they were all right.
The moral of the story is that there may be some truth to what
someone says, even if their story is different to ours. So, instead of
arguing like the blind men, we can say, ’Maybe you saw it differently to
me.’ This way we don’t get in as many arguments.
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RPM Getting Ready Process

Getting Ready Step 1: Listen and paraphrase
the student(s) reporting the problem:
1. Look at their face
2. Wait for a pause
3. Paraphrase the most important parts
4. Watch their face:
If they seem pleased or agree with you, move to Step 2.
If they look confused, grumpy, yell, cry, look upset or stop talking, say:
‘You look upset, what else do you want to tell me?’

Getting Ready Step 2: Say:
‘That sounds tricky, thanks for telling me so calmly. Did you just want me to
know or do you want some help?’
Wants some help:



‘Okay, let’s get the other(s)
and have a chat about this.’

Just wanted you to know:
‘What do you think you’ll do
to fix this?’
Listen to their idea, wish them
luck and then watch how it
goes.
If able, check on how the
student thinks it is going in five
minutes.
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Getting Ready Step 3: Ask the student to go and ask
the other students involved to come over for a chat OR
walk with the student to where the other students are.
This stage of the process is very important.

Getting Ready Step 4: Take the students to a quieter place.
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RPM Script: Early Years and Primary
Introduce yourselves:
‘Hi, I’m [name] and I’m an RPM. It’s my job to help people sort out problems. [Name]
came to me with a problem that they are worried about. They said you will be able
to help us fix the problem. Will you help us? Great!’
‘Who remembers the three rules for mediation?’
Be respectful, Be honest, Take turns to speak.
‘Will you all follow these rules? That’s great, this won’t take long then.’

1. To non-reporting student(s):
‘[Reporting student] tells me that there’s been a problem with [explain problem
briefly]. What happened?’
Paraphrase back to them what they said.

2. To reporting student(s):
‘What happened from your side?’ (May be same or different.)
Paraphrase.

3. To students who made a bad choice (may be all of them):
‘When you [describe what they did] was that:
		

A good choice or a bad choice?

Or

The right thing or the wrong thing?

Or

Fair or unfair?

Or

Kind or unkind?’ (Only use 1 or 2 of these.)

Paraphrase: ‘So, you think it was…’

4. To students who were upset (may be all of them):
‘How are you feeling about what’s happened?’
‘How do you think [name others] are feeling?’
Paraphrase.
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5. To all students – beginning with the reporting student:
‘What can we do to fix this problem?’
Paraphrase.
If there is anything else that needs fixing, you can add:
«« ‘I think you also need to [add details].’
«« ‘Can you do this on your own or would you like some help?’

6. Checking on agreement:
‘So, to fix this problem, you have agreed to [add details].’ Ask each student, ‘So,
what is your part?’
‘Thanks for letting me help you sort this out. Let’s finish with a hi-5 or a handshake?’

Complete the RPM report and place it into the RPM folder.
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3B RPM PHASE 1 TRAINING MANUAL
Suitable for RPMs Working with Middle
School and Secondary-Aged Students

115

Warm-up: People Bingo



Can play a musical
instrument

Has been in a plane

Has the same size
hand as you

Has been camping

Gets out of bed the
same time as you

Has the same
number of
siblings as you

Likes a musical
artist you like

Enjoys bike riding

Walks to school

Has a dog as a pet

Barracks for a
football team

Has seen a movie
at a cinema in
the last month

Has been attended
a live sports
game this year

Has blue eyes

Favourite colour
is green
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Restorative Peer Mediation (RPM) – What is it?
Our definition of an RPM
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My definition of an RPM
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Conflicts that occur in our schoolyard
Remember that most conflicts that occur in the yard are appropriate for
RPMs, but some are better handled by a teacher.
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Topic 1: Paraphrasing
Paraphrasing is a skill that is very important for RPMs. When we
paraphrase well, the person talking will feel as though we are listening
and understanding what they are saying. This is important so they can
tell us what has happened and we can understand properly.
There is a recipe for good paraphrasing:
1. Look and listen to the person talking – look at their face
2. Wait for a pause in what they are saying and
3. Say back in just a few words the most important parts of what
they have just said:
«« So you felt…
«« They were…
«« It was…
«« You were…
You know you are paraphrasing well when the other person:
• Looks up at you for a second after you paraphrase
• Keeps talking with even more enthusiasm after you have
paraphrased
• Nods, smiles or does something else to show that they like what
you said.
You might be doing too much paraphrasing when the other person:
• Stops and goes quiet
• Shakes their head
• Looks angry or irritated after you paraphrase
• Says something like, ‘Don’t interrupt me!’
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You will discover that:
• Trying to paraphrase too much sounds like interrupting and is
frustrating for the person talking
• Making your paraphrases too long makes it seem as though you
have taken over and this will stop the other person talking
• You should never begin telling your own story when you’re
supposed to be the one listening.
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Topic 2: Understanding people’s needs
when they are hurt, or have hurt others
THE SOCCER STORY
Pete, John and Lance were playing with a soccer ball at recess time.
They were taking turns to try to kick the ball into the goals. It was Pete’s
turn. John and Lance stood in front of goals as the two goal keepers – it
was their job to try to stop the ball going through when Pete kicked it.
Pete was the only one who hadn’t scored a goal. John and Lance had
kicked a goal each. Pete was worried that he’d be the only one who
hadn’t kicked a goal. He didn’t want to look like a bad soccer player.
Pete took a big run-up and kicked as hard as he could. The ball went
flying through the air toward the goals – it was a great kick and looked
as though it would be a goal for sure. Lance knew he’d have to jump
as high as he could to stop the goal. He shut his eyes and jumped with
his arms outstretched as high as he could. The ball just touched the
tips of his fingers and then flew over the top of the goals. Lance and his
tremendous leap had just stopped a certain goal!
When Pete saw that Lance had stopped the goal, his face turned
to thunder. He thought to himself, ‘The bell is going and I’m the only
one who hasn’t scored a goal.’ He felt his stomach tighten into a knot
and his face get really hot. His feelings were taking control of him. Pete
picked up the soccer ball and yelled at Lance, ‘You’re a stupid cheat;
you’re not playing with us at lunch time.’ John yelled angrily at Pete,
‘That’s not fair! You can’t play with us at lunch!’

THE BASKETBALL STORY
Now, imagine that Lance, Pete and John weren’t little kids, they are
now 13-year-olds playing a game of around the world at the basketball
courts.
John, Lance and Pete were playing a game of around the world on
the basketball courts. It was a game where the winner was the first to
sink a shot from different places on the court and finally a long shot. If a
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person scored, they moved to the next place for a bonus shot. If they
missed, it was the next person’s go. The winner finished first.
John had already shot and scored from all places so it was down
to Lance and Pete. They were both on the long shot spot and the first
to sink it would come in 2nd place. Pete had come last in the last two
games and was starting to feel pretty uptight about the prospect of
coming last again. There’d been some friendly trash talk between the
boys and Pete was getting edgy as Lance got ready to shoot his pong
shot. If Lance hit the shot, Pete was going to be last…again.
Lance looked at Pete, winked at him and said, ‘Game over, bitch.’
He shot the ball. It looked perfectly straight out of his hand. It sailed
through the air on the perfect arc and then, swish! Nothing but net.
Lance turned to Pete and shouted, ‘Yeah!’ as he pumped his fist in
the air close to Pete’s face. Pete felt a wave of anger wash over him. His
jaw clenched and his shoulders pulled back. Pete eyeballed Lance and
said, ‘You shoot well for a guy with a retard for a mum.’
This was a bad enough thing to say to someone but what made
it worse was that Lance’s mother had recently been diagnosed with
Multiple Sclerosis. Pete knew this and, in his embarrassment about
coming last, he made an insult of it. He had crossed the line. This wasn’t
banter; it was one of the worst things you could say to someone.
Lance couldn’t believe what Pete had just said. He froze to the spot,
wide eyed. His mouth hung open. After a moment, John said to Pete,
‘Dude, that was unnecessary.’ Pete felt sick about his cruel and jealous
comment but instead of admitting he was wrong, he said, ‘That’s what
you get if you get up in my face.’ John just shook his head. Pete knew
he had crossed a line that should never be crossed. Insulting someone’s
mum was bad enough, but to make an insult about a serious illness
was unspeakable. He wished he could take it back. Lance was fighting
back tears. He was so ashamed, even though he was the victim of
Pete’s comment.
Lance wanted to run at Pete and knock him down to defend his
mum’s honour, but he knew Pete was stronger than him. He took a
deep breath and then said to Pete, ’I’m getting an RPM before I decide
to cave your head in.’
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What do we need when we are hurt
or when we hurt others?
Can you see any similarities between these two lists? What are they?

When we are hurt,
we need…

When we hurt others,
we need…

People usually need the same kinds of things to feel better
when they’ve been hurt by the words or actions of others.
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Topic 3: Seeing things differently
The ability to see a situation or an event from another person’s
perspective varies from person to person. Some people are very good
at it and some people need lots of help to do this and believe that the
only way to interpret an event is the way they interpret it. They can
believe that everyone else is lying and they are the only ones telling the
truth. We all get stuck in our own perspective from time to time but for
some people this is an ongoing problem. These tend to be the people
who find themselves in conflict more often than others.
To be an RPM we need to understand that people in conflict will
often see events differently, depending on their viewpoint – where they
were sitting or standing when the problem happened, what they heard
(or didn’t hear) and even what they were expecting to happen.
There will be times when you are listening to someone’s version of
events about what happened when they will insist that another person
is lying because that person’s version of what happened is different
to theirs.
There will be times when someone will be intentionally lying, but not
as often as you might think.
Part of mediation is helping people understand that when people tell
a different story about what happened, it doesn’t automatically mean
that the other person is telling lies and being dishonest. It can often
be that the other person was watching from a different place, or may
have seen or heard different things to them.
The fable of the Six Blind Men and the Elephant is a great story to
illustrate how we can all think different things about the same thing. In
other words, we can perceive things differently.
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THE SIX BLIND MEN AND THE ELEPHANT
Once upon a time, there lived six blind men in a village. Being blind
meant that their eyes didn’t work properly and they couldn’t see. One
day, the villagers told them, ’Hey, there is an elephant in the village today.’
The six blind men had no idea what an elephant was. They decided,
’Even though we will not be able to see it, let’s go and feel it anyway.’
All of them went to where the elephant was. Each of them touched the
elephant.
’Hey, the elephant is like a pillar that holds a large building up,’ said
the first man, who touched the elephant’s leg.
’No! It is like a rope,’ said the second man, who touched the tail.
’No! It is like a thick branch of a tree,’ said the third man, who touched
the trunk of the elephant.
’It is like a big hand fan,’ said the fourth man, who touched the ear
of the elephant.
’It is like a huge wall,’ said the fifth man, who touched the side of
the elephant.
’It is like a solid pipe,’ said the sixth man, who touched the tusk of
the elephant.
They began to argue about the elephant and every one of them
insisted that he was right. The six men were getting angry with one
another.
A wise man was passing by and he saw this. He stopped and asked
them, ‘What is the matter?’ They said, ‘We cannot agree on what the
elephant is like.’ Each one of them said what he thought the elephant
was like. The wise man calmly explained to them, ’All of you are right.
The reason every one of you is telling it differently because you all felt
a different part of the elephant. So, the elephant is like all of the things
you said.’
’Oh!’ the six blind men said. There was no more fighting. The six
blind men felt happy that they were all right.
The moral of the story is that there may be some truth to what
someone says, even if their story is different to ours. So, instead of
arguing like the blind men, we can say, ’Maybe you saw it differently to
me.’ This way we don’t get in as many arguments.
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RPM Script: Middle & Secondary
Introduce yourselves
‘Hi, I’m [name] and I’m an RPM. It’s my job to help people sort out problems. [Name]
told me about a problem that they would like to sort out with you. They said they
didn’t want to make a big deal of it and didn’t think teachers needed to be involved
yet. Are you interested in solving the problem?’
‘There are three rules of engagement when sorting conflicts, they are:
Be respectful, Be honest, Take turns to speak.
Can you all follow these rules? Okay, this won’t take long then.’

1. To non-reporting student(s)
‘[Reporting student] tells me that there’s been a problem with [explain problem
briefly]. What happened?’
Paraphrase back to them what they said.

2. To reporting student(s)
‘What happened from your side?’ (May be same or different.)
Paraphrase.

3. To students who made a bad choice (may be all of them)
‘What were you hoping would happen when you [say what they did]?’ OR ‘What
made you decide to do/say that?’
You may decide to go a step further and ask these closed questions to help:
		

Was that a good choice or a bad choice?

Or

Was that a good look or a bad look?

Or

Was that fair or unfair?

Or

Did that make the problem better or worse for you all?

Paraphrase: ‘So, you think it was…’
Choose the most appropriate question; you may need to ask more than one of these
questions for the student to understand what you are asking.
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4. To students who were upset (may be all of them)
‘How has this affected you?’
‘Who else has been affected?’
‘How do you think this has affected others?’
Paraphrase.

5. To all students – usually beginning
with the reporting student
‘What can we do to fix this problem?’ OR ‘Do you want to keep the conflict going
or should we try to work it out?’
Paraphrase.

6. Checking on agreement
‘So, to sort this out you have agreed to [add details].’ Ask each student: ‘So, what is
your part?’
‘Is there anything anyone wants to add, or say to the other before we finish?’
‘Thanks for letting me help you sort this out.’

Complete the RPM report and place it into the RPM folder.
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